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Abstract
Research on biomass derived raw materials for conventional catalytic processes, especially those directed to replace human
dependence on fossil-based energy, is a high priority academic topic worldwide. Glycerol, the ubiquitous by-product of biodiesel manufacture, is seen as a promising building block due to its versatile functionality. Hence, research efforts to valorize
it by selective partial oxidation are widespread. Fundamental knowledge of the interaction of glycerol with metal surfaces in
the presence of oxygen is of extreme importance to rationally design new catalytic materials. In this work, a complete study
of glycerol interaction with pristine and oxygen modified Au(111) surfaces is presented, by means of X-ray photoelectron
and infrared reflection absorption spectroscopies, aided by temperature programmed desorption (TPD) experiments using
mass spectrometry. On the clean Au(111) surface, glycerol adsorbs at 150 K through weak interactions between the oxygen
atoms from OH groups and gold atoms. No thermal activation is observed and only molecular desorption is detected in TPD
at 293 K. On the other hand, when the Au surface is precovered with oxygen atoms in the form of chemisorbed oxygen,
glycerol adsorbs in a slightly different geometry and is activated even at low temperatures. The observation of spectral features related to C=O bonds clearly corroborates the activation of the alcohol groups toward partial oxidation intermediates.
Possible products desorbing from the surface due to this activation are identified as dihydroxyacetone, hydroxypiruvic,
tartronic and formic acid, as well as H2O and CO2.
Keywords Glycerol · Gold · Adsorption · XPS · IRAS · TPD

1 Introduction
Even though industrial societies worldwide still depend on
fossil resources to produce the majority of fuels and important commodity chemicals demanded by their economies,
growing environmental concerns have boosted basic and
applied research efforts towards the use of biomass as an
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urgently needed, more eco-friendly substitute [1–4]. In this
regard, lignocellulose-based materials are the preferred feedstock, because of its non-edible nature [2, 4, 5]. Nonetheless,
the economic realization of large scale biorefineries able
to produce just the desired chemicals still confronts many
hurdles, among which is the capability to find a market for
the large amount of byproducts generated by the available,
state-of-the-art technology. In the meantime first generation
biofuels, such as the biodiesel produced mostly from soybean, rapeseed and palm oil, stand out as the only available
substitute to fossil fuels able to contribute—so far—to slowing down global warming [6, 7].
Biodiesel manufacturing, in turn, generates crude glycerol as byproduct (approx. 10% of the biodiesel tonnage),
which urgently needs to be transformed into more valuable
chemicals because the constant, yearly increase in biodiesel
production has led to a high surplus of said chemical (as
well as a drastic drop of its price) [8]. Fortunately, substantial effort has already, and is constantly, been put into the
development of new technologies and catalytic routes for its
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conversion into more value-added products [8–11], where
selective oxidation routes appear as the most promising
ones [12, 13]. Precious metals have been singled out as the
preferred choice to realize the multiple goals of catalytic
activity, selectivity and durability, among which the performance of gold (pure or alloyed), particularly at low-temperature process conditions, has been found truly outstanding
[14–20].
Yet, despite the enormous progress of catalysis science
both at the theoretical and experimental level [17–28], in
depth understanding of the pathways of these reactions at
the molecular scale is still elusive, and continuous effort
is being put into the generation of a robust data base from
which effective R&D actions can be undertaken. Thus, modeling of adsorption/reaction processes by means of surfacescience techniques using single crystal surfaces and model
adsorbates has become a persuasive approach to help in the
quest for a more rational design of active, selective and competitive (viz., durable) catalysts for glycerol valorization via
partial oxidation. This paper, then, presents an experimental
study of the interaction of glycerol with clean and modified
Au(111) surfaces, aiming to present new evidence about the
pathway of glycerol activation on the surface of Au.
Adsorption of alcohol molecules on coinage metals has
been studied in the past. Methanol adsorbs on the low Millerindex surfaces of gold, silver and copper in molecular form
[29–37]. The cleavage of the O–H bond to form methoxy
species adsorbed is only achieved in the presence of chemisorbed oxygen [34–36] or on stepped surfaces, like Au(310)
[37]. These findings are in contrast to those for adsorption of
methanol on more reactive metals like Pt [38, 39] or Pd [40,
41], where the stronger interaction leads to OH bond cleavage and the formation of methoxy species beside molecular
adsorption at low temperature. It was shown experimentally
that for all cases the alcohol molecule interacts directly with
the surface through the electron lone pair of the oxygen atom
in OH, providing the necessary closeness for breaking the
O–H bond for the more reactive metallic surfaces. Experimental research of diols adsorption on metallic and metal
oxide surfaces [32, 42–49] has received some interest in the
past, especially for interaction of ethylene glycol and 1,2or 1,3-propanediol as model compounds of biomass related
catalytic processes. On all surfaces where comparison could
be made, the adsorption of diols is stronger than that of
monoalcohol molecules. This is due not only to the higher
molecular weight of the former, but also to the presence of
a second OH group imposing a second point of interaction
between the molecule and the surface, thus implying that
the position of the OH groups and their distance from each
other will definitely dictate the chemistry seen. There is no
work on diols adsorption on gold single crystals and the
closest metal, in terms of reactivity, to compare with is copper, e.g.,by looking at the work by Bowker and Madix [32]
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on adsorption and reactivity of several alcohols, including
ethylene glycol, on Cu(110). It was found the diol adsorbs
more strongly than any of the other C1–C4 monoalcohols
studied, and through the OH groups, by dissociating both of
them to form a dialcoxy, which further dehydrogenates to
liberate mostly glyoxal upon heating. For comparison with
a trialcohol, or glycerol, which is the object of study of this
work, there is no spectroscopy data available from its interaction with any single crystal surface. To the best of our
knowledge, only one published work by Skoplyak et al. [50]
studied the adsorption and further decomposition of glycerol
on model bimetallic surfaces of Ni–Pt–Pt(111) by means of
TPD experiments, showing enhanced production of H
 2 when
a monolayer of Ni atoms is exposed on the surface.
Herein, we have used XPS, IRAS and TPD to follow the
adsorption behavior and decomposition pathway of glycerol on Au surfaces.We find that while molecular adsorption of glycerol prevails on clean Au(111), the reactivity
is enhanced on oxygen-precovered Au(111), providing a
pathway for the partial oxidation of glycerol.

2 Experimental Details
The experiments were performed within a single ultra-high
vacuum system operating at a base pressure of 1 × 10−10
mbar and consisting of a preparation/analysis chamber
equipped with standard tools for single-crystal preparation,
a low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) unit, a quadrupole
mass spectrometer for temperature programmed desorption
(TPD) experiments, and a dual-anode X-ray source and a
hemispherical electron analyzer for X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy (XPS). An UHV-elevated pressure cell connected to the bottom of the main UHV chamber, which is
equipped with C
 aF2 windows for optical access of the sample to infrared radiation, allows to record in situ infrared
reflection absorption (IRA) spectra up to 1 bar total pressure.
The single-crystal sample was mounted on a manipulator,
which allowed transferring the sample between the preparation chamber and the elevated pressure cell. The samples
could be heated in UHV up to 1400 K via resistive heating,
or cooled to 90 K using liquid nitrogen.
The disc-shaped Au(111) sample (10 mm diameter) was
directly mounted on the manipulator via Ta wires, and the
temperature was monitored with a type-K thermocouple.
The Au(111) surface was cleaned by cycles of sputtering
(Ar+, 1 keV, 30 min) and annealing. Typically, after sputtering the sample at room temperature, it was first annealed
for 5 min at 900 K and then cooled to 600 K, at which it
was tempered for an additional 30 min. This procedure was
repeated until sharp LEED spots of the Au(111) 22 × √3
herringbone reconstruction were obtained [51–53].
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XPS was used to check the cleanliness of the sample and
to study adsorbed species after adsorption of glycerol and/
or oxygen. XP spectra were acquired at an electron takeoff
angle of 60° relative to the surface normal and with a pass
energy of 20 eV.
For the formation of chemisorbed oxygen atoms, the
Au(111) sample surface was positioned in front (~ 2 cm
away) of a glowing tungsten filament while backfilling
the chamber with O2 (1 × 10−7 mbar). A calibration of the
amount of oxygen chemisorbed on Au(111) was obtained
by following the O1s and Au4f signal evolution with XPS
with increasing time of oxygen exposure (see Supporting
Information).
The IRAS measurements were performed using a Bruker
IFS66v Fourier-transform infrared spectrometer with an
external, LN2-cooled mercury–cadmium–telluride detector. Typically, 1000 scans were averaged for one spectrum
with the resolution set to 4 cm−1. The IRA spectrum of a
clean Au(111) surface was used for background correction,
unless otherwise stated. The heating rate during TPD runs
was 1 K/s.
Glycerol (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 99.5%) was dosed by evaporation of the liquid from a vial via a leak valve connected
directly to an IR cell port facing the sample. Furthermore,
the leak valve was modified by addition of a stainless steel
tube (distance from end of tube to sample surface: 1 in;
diameter 1/4 in). To obtain a reasonable deposition rate of
glycerol, the glass vial was submerged into a (water + glycerol) bath maintained at a temperature of about 370 K.
The gas line and the leak valve (stainless steel) were also
heated to approximately 355 K to minimize condensation
of glycerol inside. Glycerol has a very low vapor pressure
(0.0002 mmHg @ 25 °C), is viscous in nature and working
with it is not a trivial task, if one wants to perform clean dosing. The doses presented here were calibrated as Langmuirs
(1 L = 1 × 10−6 Torr s) by monitoring the change in background pressure of the IR cell. Calibration might be off by
about a factor of 5 (comparing with similar compounds) or
more due to the pressure reading not being corrected for ion
gauge sensitivity gauge. Therefore, it needs to be stressed
that all doses presented here are merely orientative of the
time the sample is exposed to glycerol before the respective
measurement.

3 Results and Discussion
3.1 Adsorption of Glycerol on Clean Au(111)
The adsorption of glycerol (Gly) was performed directly
on the IRAS UHV-HP cell; the corresponding IRA spectra during adsorption and for all increasing exposures were
acquired while holding the sample temperature at 150 K.

After exposure to a given amount of glycerol the sample was
transferred to the UHV preparation chamber where XPS and
TPD measurements were performed, obtaining in this way a
calibration curve for the respective signals versus exposure.
The results from these experiments are shown in Fig. 1a–c,
where the XP spectra for the regions O1s, C1s and Au4f are
depicted.
In the O1s region (Fig. 1a), a signal centered at 532.3 eV
appears right upon adsorption and is still observed at the
same binding energy upon exposure to 100 L. The signal for
C1s related to HO–CHx carbon type is observed at 285.9 eV
(Fig. 1b), for doses up to 100 L. The binding energies of
these signals are characteristic of intact C–O–H bonds from
alcohol molecules adsorbed on surfaces, thus correspondingly assigned here to the three alcohol moieties of glycerol.
With the analyzer resolution used, distinction between primary and secondary alcohols could not be attained, neither
for O1s nor for C1s. In Fig. 1c, the corresponding XP spectra
for the Au4f region are plotted, showing the Au 4 f7/2/4f5/2
doublet at 84.0 and 87.6 eV, respectively. From the first dose
of glycerol and for all continuing doses, the Au4f signal
shifts by 0.1 eV toward higher binding energies. No other
shifts were observed at higher glycerol exposures, whereas
a decrease in the Au4f signal intensity could be correlated
with the increasing coverage of glycerol, up to the formation of multilayers. Note that the C1s and O1s signals shift
to higher binding energies with increasing glycerol exposure, reaching 286.5 and 532.8 eV at exposures of 500 L,
respectively.
A plot of the integrated XP peak areas obtained from
the spectra presented in Fig. 1a, b (C1s and O1s) versus
glycerol dose is shown in Fig. 2. These results suggest that
a full monolayer of glycerol is obtained for doses between
50 and 100 L. An exact value cannot be established because
of the weak nature of glycerol adsorption on Au, which
makes it difficult to distinguish a breaking point beyond
which second and multilayers start growing. This effect
is not uncommon for molecular adsorption on any of the
coinage metals [31–37]. Besides, probably the formation of
adsorbate islands occludes differentiation between mono and
successive layers. Yet, one possible clue for stating at which
point second layers start growing can be inferred from the
shift in the peak positions of either C1s or O1s XP signals,
and these are plotted in Fig. 2 on the right axis. Both signals are observed to be centered at the same binding energy
(285.9 eV for C1s and 532.3 eV for O1s) until the same
range of glycerol exposure (50 to 100 L) is reached, and
increase steadily afterwards, showing a typical behavior
for growing layers which are not in direct contact with the
surface.
A set of IRA spectra showing the vibrational features corresponding to glycerol adsorbed on the Au surface, growing
with increasing doses, is plotted in Fig. 3. At the smallest
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Fig. 1  XP spectra at increasing doses of glycerol (in Langmuirs) on
Au(111) at 150 K. a O1s, b C1s and c Au4f regions. The dashed
line between the 50 and 100 L doses correspond to a 120 L glycerol

exposure at 150 K, further annealed to 260 K. All XP spectra were
recorded at 150 K

dose (20 L), a few features are already visible, at 3440,
2880–2935, 1322 and 1115 cm−1. They correspond to some
of the characteristic vibrations of glycerol and continue to
increase in intensity with increasing doses. The broad feature
at 3440 cm−1 that presents a tail on the lower wavenumber side corresponds to the hydroxyl stretches (υOH), most
probably exhibiting some degree of intra or intermolecular
hydrogen bonding. By the second dose (30 L), the tail starts
growing and it fully develops as a peak at 3320 cm−1 after
the 90 L dose. By this exposure, another peak at 1460 cm−1
clearly shows up, which corresponds to the symmetric C
 H2
bending (δsCH2). In the CH stretching region, two bands
are observed already at low doses, at 2880 and 2933 cm−1,
which are assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric C
 H2
stretching modes of glycerol molecules, respectively. These
two bands are the most prominent in this region, but they
are accompanied by shoulders at 2844 and 2955 cm−1, even
though the latter are not easy to discern when multilayers start growing and all the bands in the region become
broader. The CH and CH2 bending modes are observed at
1400–1460 and 1336 cm−1, and grow in parallel with the
stretching modes. Lastly, in the low wavenumber region
two vibrations are clearly observed at 1120 and 1060 cm−1,
especially when multilayers are formed. They correspond
to the C–O stretching modes of the alcohol moieties, as per
the following assignment: the one at 1120 cm−1 is the primary (terminal) and the one at 1060 cm−1 is the secondary

(central) C–OH group. At doses corresponding to multilayer
formation (100 to 500 L), all observed vibrational bands are
in full agreement with the IR spectrum of liquid glycerol
(NIST spectrum [54]). All vibrational assignments of bands
observed in Fig. 3 are summarized in Table 1, together with
available literature of glycerol IR studies for comparison.
When analyzing results from IRA spectra, it needs to be
remembered that the non-observation of signals does not
imply their non-existence. Due to surface selection rules,
a certain molecular vibration might not be visible simply
because it has no component of the change in dipole moment
aligned with the surface normal (perpendicular to the surface
plane). Therefore, it is useful to look at the multilayer spectrum (Fig. 3, 500 L), in which all the molecular vibrations
should be visible, because the molecules are not restricted
to any certain adsorption geometry imposed by the surface.
By doing so, a first observation is that the ratio between
the CH2 symmetric and asymmetric stretching modes of the
adsorbed glycerol is close to unity, showing both features
about the same intensity. Also, in the region corresponding
to the skeletal vibrations (1000–1700 cm−1), a characteristic
set of peaks with intensity ratios resembling liquid glycerol [54] is seen for the multilayer spectra. It is important
to recall here that no free water molecules coadsorbed with
glycerol were appreciable in the IRA spectra. They would
show up as a broad peak at ~ 1640 cm−1 due to the OH bending of water. This peak was observed, though, when glycerol
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Fig. 2  Integrated areas for the C1s and O1s signals recorded by XPS
(left y axis) and their corresponding peak centered positions (right
y axis) versus glycerol exposure. a, b Values of integrated areas for
C1s and O1s signals (dashed spectra in Fig. 1a, b), respectively, when
120 L of glycerol is adsorbed at 150 K and further annealed to 260 K

Fig. 3  IRA spectra of glycerol adsorbed on Au(111) at a sample temperature of 150 K. The spectrum indicated with (*) was taken after
exposure of 120 L of glycerol at 150 K with further annealing to
260 K (see text)

without a previous purification/distillation was dosed out of
the bottle. Furthermore, its disappearance corroborates that
the presented experiments are carried out with the purest
possible glycerol. Vanderkooi and co-workers [55] studied
glycerol–water glasses by IR spectroscopy, and found that
only OH stretching and C–OH bending regions are affected
by the presence of water and due to hydrogen bonding, and
comparison of their spectrum with 0% content of water is
excellent proof of the high purity of the glycerol used in
this work.
TPD mass spectrometer spectra after adsorption of 100 L
of glycerol on Au(111) at 150 K, where several m/z fragments are monitored, are shown in Fig. 4. All observed m/z
fragments correspond to molecular glycerol [50, 54] and a
characteristic mass spectrometry study of gas phase glycerol and multilayer spectra are shown in SI (Supplementary
Information), Fig. S1. It is worth mentioning here that the
mass spectrometer used was actually calibrated to be more
sensitive to low m/z ratios and therefore the intensity ratios
are different than those expected when comparing with the
spectrum of glycerol available from NIST [54], and the
observation of H
 2O and CO accompanying glycerol molecular desorption is explained as extreme decomposition of
glycerol on the hot mass spectrometer walls.
There are two desorption peaks observed for m/z = 61
amu (characteristic of glycerol), the first one at ~ 260 K and
the second one at 284 K. The one at higher temperature
gained in intensity upon increasing exposure until it saturated at about 80 L total dose, while the peak at lower temperature continues growing with larger exposures (spectra
not shown). Therefore, the peak at 284 K is assigned to desorption of submonolayer and up to monolayer of adsorbed
glycerol and the ~ 260 K peak to desorption of glycerol from
the second layer or multilayers. It is worth noting that this
differentiation is not as straightforward for this adsorbate as
it is for other molecules, due to its intrinsic sticky nature.
Furthermore, all detected signals desorbing correspond to
molecular glycerol, implying there is no decomposition on
Au(111) and therefore no C atoms remain on the surface
after each TPD run. This was corroborated by acquiring a
C1s XP spectrum after the TPD experiments and finding no
signal (data not shown).
The small difference in desorption temperature of monolayer and multilayer glycerol on Au(111) supports the
conclusion from the XPS and IRAS data presented above
that upon adsorption at low temperature (150 K) multilayer
islands start to grow already at submonolayer doses. To
isolate the monolayer signals, a new experiment was conducted where ~ 120–140 L of glycerol was dosed at 150 K
(at which exposure level already some multilayer is known
to condense) and then further annealed to 260 K to desorb
all molecules present in second or multilayers. Then, a second IRA spectrum was acquired after cooling the remaining
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Table 1  IR assignments (in c m−1) for glycerol adsorbed on clean and oxygen modified Au(111)
Assignments

Glya(l)

Glyb(g)

Gly/Au(111)c

υOH

3240 br

υasCH2
υsCH2
δs/asCH2

2937
2880
1458–1414

3665
3625
2942
2890
1466–1385

3440
3320 (tail)
2933
2880
1450–1417

υCC + δsCH
δCOH
νCOterminal
νCOsecondary

1328
1220
1110
1040

1344
1254–1200
1107
1054

1105
1050

Gly/O/Au(111)e

Gly/Al2Of3

Gly/Nb2Og5

3320 (s)
2933
2880
1450–1430 br

3260

n/a

n/a

2927
2877
1400 br

2930
2876
n/a

1336
1223
1120
1060

1242–1250
1105
1057

n/a
n/a
1125–1151
1083

2928
2872
1458
1413
1326
1208
1108 (1140)
1045 (1093)

Gly/Au(111)d

a, b [54]; c–e: this work, c, d: monolayer and multilayer spectra, respectively; f: [62]; g: [64]

Scheme 1  Glycerol conformer structures (αα and αγ) present in gas
or liquid phase

Fig. 4  Glycerol dosed (100 L) at 150 K. TPD heating rate was 1 K/s

monolayer to 150 K. In Fig. 3, the corresponding IRA spectrum is shown and marked as (*). The C1s, O1s and Au4f
XP spectra for this same monolayer state are plotted in
Fig. 1a–c as dashed lines, and the integrated areas under
the C1s and O1s signals are plotted as dashed straight lines
marked (A) and (B) in Fig. 2.
The first observation from the experimental results of
these ‘monolayer’ IRA and XP spectra is that the exposure
level needed to cover the gold surface or, in other words, to
avoid forming second layers is in between 60 and 90 Langmuir. In Fig. 3, the corresponding spectrum (*) shows a clear
change in conformation of the molecular overlayer besides
loosing most of the hydrogen bonding seen at 3320 cm−1
which is believed to occur among glycerol molecules of
multilayers (intermolecular hydrogen bonding). Kojima
et al. [56] studied the liquid–glass transition of glycerol by
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following the behavior of the O–H stretching vibrational
mode with respect to temperature. They observed the evolution of three bands due to the O–H stretches affected by
hydrogen bonding, correlated with the density of oligomers present: one centered at 3440 cm−1, assigned to dimeric
units and the other two at 3230 and 3340 cm−1 corresponding to oligomers with aggregation number larger than two.
In a recent work by Haadad et al. [57] the 126 possible
conformations of 1,2,3-propanetriol (glycerol) were studied by ab initio molecular orbital and DFT calculations in
the gas and aqueous phases using multiple levels of theory
and basis sets. Their work agrees with previous results from
Chelli [58, 59] (DFT): αα and αγ conformations with a
slight contribution from γγ (12%) for gas phase and mainly
αα for the liquid phase. The αα and αγ structures (drawn
in Scheme 1) are accepted to be the stable ones and to be
present when glycerol approaches the surface from the gas
phase, have two intramolecular hydrogen bonds each: one
between the H from one of the terminal OH groups and the
central oxygen in OH, the other one between the H of the
central OH and the remaining terminal oxygen [60]. In this
way, when molecular condensation/crystallization occurs,
the hydrogen from a terminal OH and the oxygen which are
not participating in any intramolecular hydrogen bond form
an intermolecular hydrogen bond [61].
There are no previous IR studies of glycerol adsorbed
from the gas phase on any model catalytic surface but only
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a few works, mainly by Sievers et al. [62–64], which look
into the adsorption of glycerol on a variety of oxide powders,
proposing a role of acidity-basicity for molecular reactivity on these materials. Even though there is a clear lack of
literature data concerning vibrational studies, a good body
of work on calculated structures and reactivity of glycerol
on metal substrates is available. Liu and Greeley [25] on
Pt(111) and Sautet et al. on several other transition metals (Pd, Pt and Rh) [22–24], investigated the decomposition
pathways of glycerol either by dehydrogenation or dehydration prior to C–O or C–C cleavage, which ultimately leads
to complete decomposition into CO and H
 2 on these metals. It is interesting to note that these researchers remark
the importance of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds in the
reactivity. When approaching the metallic surface, glycerol
comes with the two hydrogen bonds previously named, but
upon adsorption and depending on which oxygen is thought
to interact with the surface, one of said hydrogen bonds is
broken, gaining stabilization energy by strongly interacting
with the metal atom(s). In the case of glycerol adsorption on
Au surfaces, the work by Baltrusaitis et al. [28] shows that
the adsorption energy of the molecule is correlated with the
d-band center and that, when forming alloys, the presence of
the second metal (doping the Au surface) directly affects this
parameter. They calculated IR spectra of glycerol adsorbed
on clean Au and Au modified by the foreign doping metal,
proposing IR spectroscopy as a good tool to follow this
effect by monitoring the OH stretching shifts and how this
region is affected by the presence of another metal. In the
case of interaction of glycerol with Au(111), they considered
the molecule approaching the surface in αα configuration
(with all OH groups facing the surface) and compared the
νOH shifts observed with gas phase glycerol single molecule
where no hydrogen bond interactions are taken into account.
Nevertheless, the interaction of the oxygen atoms from one
terminal and the middle OH groups with Au surface atoms,
shifts their vibrations from ca. 3630 cm−1 (free OH in the
gas phase) to 3460 and 3360 cm−1, respectively. In comparison with the results presented in Fig. 3, the νOH detected
upon first doses of glycerol is tentatively assigned to these
same vibrations.

were obtained by exposing the surface in front of a hot filament to molecular oxygen. Figure S2 in the Supplementary
Information reports the Au4f and O1s XP spectra and the
results of O
 2 TPD experiments as a function of oxygen dose.
For the adsorption of glycerol on O/Au(111) studied here, a
relatively low coverage of 0.2 ML (15 L dose) chemisorbed
oxygen atoms is chosen [34, 35], on the one hand because
the amount of active oxygen species is considered to be low
during oxidation reactions on Au, and, on the other hand, to
avoid further formation of gold oxide.
IRA spectra taken for increasing doses of glycerol
adsorbed on the O/Au(111) surface at 150 K are presented in
Fig. 5. Although principally similar vibrational bands compared to adsorption on pristine Au(111) and corresponding
to molecular glycerol are observed even at the lowest doses
on O/Au(111) (10 L and 20 L, Fig. 5), some differences
are encountered that hint a specific interaction between
glycerol and O/Au(111). We first mention the shift of the
OH stretch vibration to lower wavenumber (3260 cm−1
on O/Au(111) compared to 3448 cm−1 for small coverage on Au(111) and 3320 cm−1 in the condensed phase),
which indicates a stronger hydrogen bond interaction of the
alcohol groups with the O/Au(111) surface. Together with
the hydrogen bonded OH, a broad feature due to δCOH is
seen at 1242 cm−1, which was not observed for the glycerol
monolayer on pristine Au(111) and is slightly blue-shifted
compared to the δCOH vibration in the condensed phase
(1223 cm−1, Fig. 3).
By the next doses of glycerol (40–50 L total exposure),
the broad feature due to the hydrogen bonded OH develops
into a single, broad band with its center moving towards
higher wavenumber (3320 cm−1), indicating increasing
intermolecular hydrogen bonding due to formation of clusters and/or adsorption of glycerol molecules in the second

3.2 Glycerol Adsorbed on the Oxygen Modified
Au(111) Surface
The interaction of O
 2 with pristine Au(111) surfaces has
been thoroughly studied by other researchers, and the work
by Koel et al. [34, 65] and Davis and Goodman [66] are
benchmarks on this topic. Most of the past research dealing with activation of O2 on gold surfaces to obtain either
chemisorbed oxygen or gold oxide(s) has been summarized and briefly reviewed by Friend and Madix [67]. In
the present work, chemisorbed oxygen atoms on Au(111)

Fig. 5  IRA spectra of glycerol adsorbed on O–Au(111) at 150 K
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layer. The band at 1250 cm−1 loses some intensity and a
new small “positive” band, which was already detectable
at lower glycerol doses, fully develops at 3686 cm−1, and
is most likely due to (non-hydrogen bonded) Au–OH species. Observing a positive band indicates that those species
were present on the surface before the background IR spectrum was acquired. In other words, this observation tells
that at least some of the chemisorbed oxygen is actually in
the form of OH and that glycerol interacts with some OH
species upon adsorption at 150 K. The remaining vibrations due to CH and CH2 groups (2850–3000 cm−1) are
not strongly affected by the presence of oxygen (or OH) as
they appear at the same wavenumber as seen for the pristine
Au(111) surface, though with slightly different intensity
ratio, which could be indicative of a slight change in the
adsorption geometry. In this respect it is noticeable that the
2927 cm−1 band (νasCH2) has a higher intensity than the
2877 cm−1 band (νsCH2), unlike for adsorption of glycerol
on the pristine Au(111) surface. This could in principle be
explained by the interaction of the middle OH group with
the O–Au groups, which tilts both terminal CH2 groups in a
way that favors the enhanced observation of their asymmetric stretch. For the C–O stretches, the 1107 cm−1 band, due
to the νC–O of the terminal alcohol groups, is at the same
position as for the adsorption on the pristine surface. The
remaining bands in the region are not well resolved and the
band at 1060–1050 cm−1 due to νC–O of the central alcohol
group does not fully develop until higher glycerol doses,
when most probably the effect of chemisorbed oxygen is not
accountable anymore. Upon adsorption of 100 L already the
appearance of some second or multilayers is seen with most
of the observed vibrations corresponding to those of liquid
glycerol [54].
To further investigate the interaction and reactivity of
glycerol on O/Au(111), a TPD experiment was performed
for submonolayer coverage (30 L total dose) of glycerol on
0.2 ML O/Au(111). As seen in Fig. 6, desorption of molecular glycerol (61 amu) is completely absent, meaning that all
adsorbed glycerol molecules have been partially or completely oxidized during the TPD run. The oxidation products
include aldehyde and carboxylic acid groups as identified
by the major detected fragments with 29 amu (HCO), 30
amu (H2CO) and 44 amu ( CO2), in addition to codesorbing
water (18 amu). The onset of glycerol oxidation/decomposition appears already at 210 K and has a first maximum
at 254 K, with noticeable evolution of the 29 amu and 30
amu fragments (HCO and H2CO fragments) together with
water, but comparably little CO2. This indicates formation
and desorption of aldehyde species. A second ‘wave’ of
these fragments desorbs at 293 K, this time with a large
contribution of C
 O2. This is assigned to the evolution of
products containing an acid group (COOH), such as tartronic
acid (with appreciable amounts of m/z = 29, 30, 44 and 45
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Fig. 6  TPD after dosing glycerol (30 L) at 150 K on the oxygen preactivated (15 L) Au(111) surface. Heating rate was 1 K/s

amu in its fragmentation pattern [54]), which would imply
that both terminal OH groups of glycerol were oxidized,
or simply formic acid, which requires cleavage of the C–C
bond in the adsorbed glycerol molecule. In addition, complete oxidation to water and C
 O2 might also occur. Barely
detectable but quite noticeable is the evolution of a fragment
with m/z = 31 amu with two distinct peaks at 209 and 266 K.
This points to formation and desorption of dihydroxyacetone
(DHA), which presents maximum intensity in its fragmentation pattern for this fragment. Finally, it has to be pointed out
that no hydrogen (2 amu) and hardly any remaining oxygen
(32 amu) was detected in this TPD experiment, showing
that all chemisorbed oxygen was consumed in the oxidation
reactions and hydrogen stemming from dehydrogenation of
glycerol desorbed as water. Again, C1s and O1s XP spectra
were acquired after the TPD experiments finding no signal
for neither of them (data not shown).
Even though desorption of oxidation products from the
surface is a clear indication of the reaction between the
chemisorbed oxygen atoms (and hydroxyl groups) with glycerol molecules, gaining clear-cut information about possible
intermediates for this reaction is not straightforward using
the TPD technique. To gain more insight, additional spectroscopic experiments were performed, where O/Au(111) was
exposed to glycerol at 150 K and then annealed to specific
temperatures, as shown in the next figures. First, Fig. 7a, b
shows C1s and O1s XP spectra for the annealing experiment,
respectively. For comparison purposes, the corresponding
spectra for O/Au(111) taken prior to glycerol exposure are
plotted at the bottom of the figure.
Before glycerol adsorption, the O1s signal corresponding
to Oads on Au(111) at 529.3 eV is clearly appreciable. This
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Fig. 7  XP spectra for C1s and O1s region before and after TPD of Gly/O/Au (see text)

same signal is still observable after adsorbing glycerol, but
shifted by 0.4 eV to higher binding energy (529.7 eV) due
to hydrogen bond interaction with adsorbed glycerol. Correspondingly, the C1s and O1s XP signals of glycerol on O/
Au(111) are shifted to lower binding energy compared to
the case of adsorption on pristine Au(111), by 0.3 eV and
0.4 eV, respectively. This effect of binding energy shifts due
to hydrogen bond interactions has been studied in detail by
Kerber et al. [68], and in the case presented here is due to
interaction of the alcohol groups (either terminal or central)
with chemisorbed oxygen atoms:

RCH2 −O−H ⋯ O−Au → RCH2 −O ⋯ H−O−Au
The result of heating the overlayer of coadsorbed glycerol
and oxygen is shown for temperatures of 200 K and 260 K.
These values correspond to the temperature range where
some of the intermediates for the oxidation products are
expected to be present according to the TPD results (Fig. 6).
Upon heating to 200 K, spectral fitting of the O1s spectrum

reveals, in addition to Oads and the C–OH species, the presence of a new O1s peak at 530.7 eV (Fig. 7b), which can
be assigned to carbonyl (C=O) bonds [32, 33, 41]. The carbonyl signal is still observed upon further heating to 260 K
(Fig. 7b), thus suggesting that C=O formation is an integral
part of the oxidation of glycerol. This is further confirmed by
the corresponding C1s spectra shown in Fig. 7a. In addition
to the C–OH signal, a new C1s signal with a binding energy
of 287.0 eV, assigned to the formation of C=O groups, can
be clearly observed in the heating experiments. A quantitative treatment of this data (by using XPSPeak 4.1) was
performed and is shown in the Supporting Information (Fig.
S3). Certainly, what cannot be inferred from these results
is whether only one, two or all the C–OH moieties transform into carbonyl groups. This aspect notwithstanding, it
is apparent that the pathway of glycerol decomposition proceeds through dehydrogenation of the alcohol groups in the
presence of adsorbed oxygen (and adsorbed OH), therefore
releasing water as seen in TPD.
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Finally, the heating experiment was repeated and the species present on the surface and evolving with temperature
monitored using infrared spectroscopy, as shown in Fig. 8,
starting with the IRA spectrum of 40 L glycerol dosed onto
O/Au(111) at 150 K (bottom spectrum). The other spectra
are the difference spectra between the spectrum corresponding to the temperature up to which the sample was heated
and the one corresponding to the state of the overlayer at
the previous temperature. In this way, small features, which
might be due to the intermediates, can be more easily discerned from the overall features of the overlayer (the corresponding set of spectra where the results are plotted using
the same background spectrum before adsorption of glycerol
are shown in the Supplementary Information, Fig. S4).
The spectrum taken after adsorption of 40 L glycerol on
O/Au(111) at 150 K is similar to the one for 46 L glycerol presented and discussed above (Fig. 5). Upon heating to 180 K, a very small but already detectable feature
at 1714 cm−1 emerged, which indicates the appearance of
the C=O stretching signal due to oxidation of some of the
OH groups of the adsorbed glycerol. The positive peaks in
the CH stretching region can most likely be assigned to the
disappearance of some H (by dehydrogenation of CH and
CH2 moieties to form C=O), rather than to reordering of the
overlayer, because—as pointed out in what follows—this
trend perceptibly increases with heating.
When the overlayer is warmed up to 230 K, the 230/180 K
difference spectrum clearly shows the vibration corresponding to C=O at 1734 cm−1, accompanied by positive
(meaning disappearance) peaks in the CH stretching region,
together with the small broad feature seen at 1242 cm−1.

Fig. 8  IRAS after dosing 40 L of glycerol on O–Au(111) at 150 K
with further annealing to the indicated temperatures (upper traces are
difference spectra—see text)
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The vibration at 1110 cm−1 (seen positive, disappearing)
should correspond to any of the two terminal OH groups,
but it has to be kept in mind—in the first place—that the
1050–1060 cm−1 peak corresponding to the secondary alcohol group was not seen when dosing glycerol on the oxygen
modified surface. Another explanation for not observing the
C–OH stretch is that some C–C cleavage occurred and the
fragments adsorbed consist of only C2 species, like glycol
derivatives. Thirdly, the appearance of features at 1336 and
1383 cm−1 are perfectly discerned. These two last features
could correspond to some CH bends detectable due to an
adsorption geometry which favors the observation of these
modes. A good possibility is these features are due to carboxylate species featuring OCO stretch signatures due to
further oxidation of the alcohol moieties, but the XP spectra should detect clearly those features at binding energies
higher than 287 eV for the C1s signals, which is not the
case. The only possibility would be if the second oxygen is
inserted as an alcoxy bond on either one or both terminal
C–OH groups. In this way the C1s signal will show up as
a dialcoxy (O–C–O) resembling that for a carbonyl (C=O)
bond, when analyzing its C1s signal position. This effect has
been seen for adsorption and further decomposition of ethyl eO2(111) films [46].
ene glycol ( H2C(OH)–C(OH)H2) on C
Glycerol interaction with niobia surfaces presents formation
of a bridge bonded alcoxy through one of the terminal COH
groups interacting with surface hydroxyls [64].
By heating the overlayer once more, to 260 K (this is
comparable to what is seen then in XPS, Fig. 7), the features
corresponding to the C=O shift somewhat and decrease in
intensity while, at the same time, the doublet at 1336 and
1386 cm−1 becomes stronger. No new incremental changes
are observable in the CH stretching region between 230 and
260 K, besides a small positive peak centered at approx.
2872 cm−1, indicating there is probably no more appreciable
dehydrogenation of the molecule or adsorbed species.
A complete pathway for the decomposition reaction
of glycerol on the oxygen-covered Au surface cannot be
straightforwardly presented, due to the many different reaction possibilities offered by the three alcohol moieties in the
molecule. Nevertheless, it is important to remark from the
present results that the Au–OH species detected right upon
adsorption of glycerol on the oxygen-covered Au surface are
not only an impurity formed during the oxygen exposure, but
might be actively involved in the oxidation of glycerol on
the surface. Some researchers proposed that the presence of
water might strongly affect the reactivity of flat, otherwise
unreactive Au surfaces, which is explained by the formation of surface hydroxyls. But these hydroxyls are not stable
species/intermediates and their presence and effect on the
partial oxidation reaction mechanism can only by inferred
indirectly from the experiments. Friend’s research group has
proposed that transient hydroxyls make Au good for partial
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oxidation reactions, by studying the interaction of water with
a O/Au(111) surface [69]. The main proof comes from isotopic exchange experiments where the distribution of products seems to indicate the only possibility is the presence
and further reactivity of Au–OH species during reaction.
In the same trend of thought is found the work by Neurock and Davis [70], where also the presence of Au–OH has
been recalled as the pertinent oxidative species for glycerol/
ethanol partial and further total oxidation. From the present results it is clear that the Au–OH groups contribute to
the initial adsorption of glycerol at 150 K by establishing a
hydrogen bond between the oxygen of the alcohol groups
with the hydrogen atom of Au–OH. A slight temperature rise
of only 30 K (from 150 to 180 K) is sufficient to activate the
already modified C–OH group facilitating its dehydrogenation and oxidation to a carbonyl group (C=O).
Regarding the different products obtained by partially
oxidation of glycerol during heating, a simple scheme with
a variety of possibilities is presented in Scheme 2. The two
aldehyde products are obtained by dehydrogenation of either
one terminal OH or the central OH are dihydroxyacetone
(DHA) or glyceraldehyde, respectively. Partial oxidation of
the central C–OH is actively sought and it has been demonstrated that the alloying of Pt with Bi and reacting glycerol with O2 in acidic media greatly increases selectivity
toward DHA [71]. On the other hand, deeper oxidation of
glycerol on Pt or Pd catalysts in basic media yields mainly
products implying oxidation of the primary C–OH groups,
namely glyceric acid or tartronic acid [72]. Even though

the electrooxidation of glycerol on Pt films is not directly
comparable to the partial oxidation reaction studied in the
present work, still the results from the group of Behm,
regarding possible intermediates present on the surface of
the working electrode by IR spectroscopy [73], could provide some information about the intermediates present on
glycerol/O–Au(111). In that work, the authors detected some
type of acetyl species appearing at intermediate potentials
during glycerol electrooxidation, with a signature in IR at
1640 cm−1 assigned to the C=O stretching vibration of an
acyl carbonyl group from a species adsorbed through the C
atom. This species was explained to come from oxidation
of the terminal OH groups and named “glyceroyl” due to
their resemblance to glyceraldehyde (even though probably
both H atoms from C
 H2 still prevail on the C atom). When
comparing with the feature observed during adsorption of
glyceraldehydes on the same Pt films, they found another
feature at 1720 cm−1 which they refrained to explain further.
Nevertheless, both Pd and Pt catalysts showing high activity
for oxidation of glycerol to glyceric acid present the problem
of high deactivation rate due to coke formation (easy cleavage of C–C bonds, beside dehydrogenation) and fast poisoning by CO adsorption on active sites being extremely stable.
The oxidation of glycerol by Au catalysts has been thoroughly studied by the group of Pratti, and very recently
reviewed by this same group [15]. On these catalysts, high
activity and selectivity towards glyceric acid was obtained
in basic conditions. The need for basic conditions could be
overcome by combining Au with a more reactive metal like

Scheme 2  Possible reaction
pathways for glycerol oxidation and decomposition on O/
Au(111)
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Pd or Pt as a bimetallic system, which has also the effect of
lowering the deactivation rate by diluting the more active
metal with Au atoms. Camara et al. [74] studied the electrooxidation reaction of glycerol on polycrystalline Au by
IR spectroscopy and they found the pathway via glyceraldehyde → glycerate as the main one for partial oxidation, being
able to further oxidize the glycerate species (1307 cm−1) to
hydroxypyruvate species (1355 cm−1) or further desorb as
glyceric acid. They also observed production of CO2 by total
oxidation and C–C cleavage.
Summarizing all conclusions from the reactivity data and
spectroscopic techniques used in the present work, the most
plausible mechanism for decomposition of glycerol on Au
surfaces in the presence of chemisorbed oxygen, and under
the conditions studied, is drawn in Scheme 2.
We can tentatively explain the reactivity of glycerol
adsorbed on the O/Au(111) surface by the initial interaction
of either the terminal or central C–OH groups with O–Au
or HO–Au by hydrogen bond interaction at low temperature
(150 K). Upon heating, the first oxidation step leads to aldehyde or ketonic intermediates as detected by XPS and IRAS.
These intermediates are further oxidized to glycerate species
or, if C–C cleavage is possible, oxidized C2 intermediates,
which are easy to decompose on the Au surface leading to
CO2 and H2O.

4 Conclusions
Glycerol interacts weakly with the Au(111) surface, showing
non activated adsorption at 150 K and its complete molecular desorption below room temperature in TPD experiments.
Only weak interactions between oxygen atoms from the
alcohol groups and Au atoms are responsible for its binding
and possibly affect the intra and intermolecular hydrogen
bonding within the monolayer.
The presence of oxygen atoms and hydroxyls chemisorbed on Au(111) prior to glycerol adsorption readily
activates the molecule by modifying the hydrogen bonding
interaction and facilitating C–H and CO–H cleavage to form
carbonyl C=O containing intermediates, indicating partial
oxidation. These intermediates are identified by the νCO at
1714–1740 cm−1 in IRAS and a C1s peak at 287 eV in XPS.
Further oxidation of these intermediates toward C3 and C2
carboxylic acids is confirmed by detection of νOCO carboxylate features (1336–1383 cm−1) and desorption of characteristic fragments during the temperature ramp in TPD, up to
total oxidation to CO2 and H2O. The observed participation
of Au–OH groups, in addition to chemisorbed oxygen, in the
activation of glycerol indicates the importance of ambient
reactivity in the presence of water or humid conditions for
rendering an otherwise unreactive metal potentially active
toward partial selective oxidation.
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